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R753function exactly? Foth and colleagues
[11] argue that leg feathers were
generally not aerodynamic in
Archaeopteryx and other dinosaurs
with pennaceous leg feathers (e.g.,
Anchiornis) based on their distribution
and attachment to the leg bones, as
well as their symmetrical shape.
Instead, these authors propose that
their leg feathers were used for display,
breeding or some other function,
similar to the pennaceous leg feathers
in modern birds of prey, such as
falcons and eagles. The complex color
or iridescent patterns documented
in the hindlimb feathers of some
feathered dinosaurs lends further
support for a primarily display
function [11].
However, contrary to Foth and
colleagues [11], it is probably
premature to reject a four-winged
stage during the origin of avian flight.
The leg feathers of Archaeopteryx are
relatively short, yet they are weakly
curved like the flight feathers and are
not so short that an aerodynamic
function can be excluded. There is still
no evidence showing unequivocally
that leg feathers lacked aerodynamic
function in the direct ancestor of
birds. In fact, Microraptor probably
represents only one of many extinct
feathered dinosaurs that maintained an
ancestral aerodynamic role in the leg
feathers [2]. A recent study on the leg
feathers of a primitive bird, Sapeornis,
suggested a distal-to-proximal pattern
of reduction during leg feather
evolution [13]. It is possible that an
aerodynamic function of pennaceous
feathers could have evolved several
times in various theropod lineages;
however, it is also more likely that flight
and aerodynamic functions of the
pennaceous feathers could have been
lost many times in theropod (including
birds) evolution— during evolution, the
loss of features is far more common
than the evolution of novel features.
Finally, it remains a challenge for
paleontologists to answer questions
regarding the exact functional context
in which feathers of various types (e.g.,
filamentous feathers, pennaceous
feathers) and positions (e.g., leg
feathers, tail feathers) evolved in their
early stages. Existing evidence from
feathered dinosaurs and early birds
seems to confirm that feathers
generally did not evolve for flight,
but for other functions. However, it
is difficult to identify a single fitness
advantage that fully explains the originor proliferation of feathers. In most
cases, it was probably a combination
of more than one selective force that
produced the diversity of feather
plumages during the transition from
dinosaurs to birds. For instance, in the
case of Jeholornis, the only long-tailed
bird known from the Early Cretaceous,
the unique ‘two tail’ plumage — the
presence of a fan-shaped tract of
feathers over the proximal tail
vertebrae like that of modern birds
in addition to the distal frond like
that of feathered dinosaurs such as
Microraptor — was explained as
the evolutionary result of complex
interactions between natural and
sexual selection with the tail serving
both aerodynamic and ornamental
purposes, which also provided a
plausible functional explanation for the
elongation of the bony tail in Jeholornis
relative to Archaeopteryx [14].
As suggestedby Foth and colleagues
[11], it is obviously true that feather
distributions during the origin and
evolution of birds were more complex
than previously recognized, as this is
the nature of the fossil record. And it is
also true that the diversity of feather
types and their distribution in early
birds and their ancestors must be the
evolutionary product of complex
interactions between various selective
forces, which we are still struggling to
understand.
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E-mail: zhouzhonghe@ivpp.ac.cnhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.07.017Vision: Two Plus Four Equals SixUsing two UV-sensitive visual pigments and the UV-filtering properties of four
mycosporine-like amino acids, mantis shrimp create six spectrally distinct UV
receptors. This is yet another example of the unique ways in which mantis
shrimp have adapted to extract information from their visual world.Ellis R. Loew
The eyes of mantis shrimps are truly
wondrous organs. One only has to see
themwaving around on their stalks with
the various pseudopupils ‘looking’ at
you from clearly identifiable structuralregions to appreciate their complexity
(Figure 1). These eyes have evolved
often unique mechanisms to extract all
manner of information from the
environment produced by interactions
of photons with the medium and
targets within it. To accomplish this,
Figure 1. Ultraviolet vision in mantis shrimps.
Fluorescence images showing the location and spectral differences of the fluorophores respon-
sible for tuning of the UV receptor channels. (A) Axial epifluorescent image showing the differ-
ence in colour of the fluorescence from the pseudopupils of the different regions of the eye.
Note that the dorsal and ventral peripheral regions lack any fluorescence. (B) A cross-section
through the eye with 365-nm epiillumination showing that the fluorophores are located in the
crystalline cones of midband rows 3–6. dPR, dorsal periphery; vPR, ventral periphery; MB, mid-
band; R, retina; CC, crystalline cone; Co, cornea. (Used by permission of Michael Bok.)
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receptor types specialized for
polarized light detection, linear and
circular, as well as narrow band
spectral sensitivities [1]. These
receptors are located in different
regions of the apposition-type
compound eyewith color and polarized
light vision limited to the six enlarged
midband rows — two for polarization
and four for color [2]. The multiplicity of
color receptors, underlying color vision
or chromatic detection, is based on a
combination of as many as 16 visual
pigments (i.e., expressed opsins)
having different absorbance maxima
(lmax) and overlying absorptive filters,
usually brightly coloured carotenoids,
that further tune the spectral sensitivity
of the individual receptor cells [3–7].
These combinations create retinula cell
spectral sensitivities with peaks
spanning the wavelength range from
above 700 nm to 300 nm.
Of particular interest here are the
UV-sensitive receptors spanning the
spectral region from 300 nm to 400 nm.
Using electrophysiological techniques,
up to six UV-sensitive retinula cells
have been identified, each having a
spectral sensitivity with bandwidths
narrower than standard visual
pigments having absorbance
maximums matching the peak
sensitivity wavelengths [1]. How many
expressed opsins/visual pigments areresponsible for the multiple UV
sensitivities and how is the spectral
sensitivity ‘tuned’ and the bandwidth
narrowed? A number of possible
mechanisms exist for ‘tuning’ and
modifying the bandwidth of a spectral
sensitivity channel [8], but given the
mechanism used by the longer
wavelength receptors, it is reasonable
to expect that some kind of absorptive
filter is acting on the UV channels as
well.
In a tour de force reported in a recent
issue of Current Biology, Bok et al. [9]
have solved the riddle of the multiple
UV receptor types in the species
Neogonodactylus oerstedii. Using
microspectrophotometry (MSP) and
standard molecular techniques, they
found that there were only two visual
pigments and two expressed opsins
responsible for the six identified UV
receptor types. One of the visual
pigments has lmax at 334 nm and is
found in five of the six different
UV-sensitive cells. The visual pigment
responsible for the 6th channel has its
lmax at 383 nm. Clearly, some kind of
filtering must be taking place to
produce the six spectral classes from
only two visual pigments. Given that
the UV cells are distal to the other
retinula cells and receive the incoming
photon stream first, the location of
these putative filters is limited to the
optical elements distal to the retinulacell layer — the cornea and/or the
crystalline cone [3]. Using epi-
fluorescent microscopy with
stimulation at 375 nm, three distinct
filter types were identified based on
their colour and localized to the
crystalline cone of individual midband
ommatidia of rows 3–6 (Figure 1). MSP
of these midband crystalline cones
identified four distinct photostable
UV-absorbing pigments responsible
for the fluorescence. Modelling by
convolving the UV visual pigment
absorption with one or more of the four
identified UV absorbances provided a
very good fit to the measured retinula
cell spectral sensitivities.
It remained to identify the molecules
responsible for the filtering. Based on
the appearance of the absorbance
spectra, it was suspected that the
shrimp were using mycosporine-like
amino acids (MAAs) for this purpose.
MAAs are normally ascribed a UV
protective function in the integument
of mostly marine prokaryotes [10]
and the lenses of some fish [11] and
are not normally ascribed any kind
of filtering function. Liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry
confirmed the presence of four
photostableMMAswith spectra closely
matching the absorbances of the
crystalline cones measured using MSP
(a fifth deep-UV absorbing pigment
exhibiting properties similar to an MAA
precursor, gadusol, was also found).
The source of the MAAs is almost
certainly dietary as eukaryotes are not
able to synthesize them (the exception
being dinoflagellates). Chemical
modifications of the ingested MAAs
would produce the identified MAAs.
The synthetic pathways used by the
mantids to produce the specific MAA
filters and how they are localized to the
crystalline cones remain a mystery.
In summary, these mantis shrimp
produce six different UV-sensitive
receptor types by a combination of just
two visual pigments with filtering by
four different UV-absorbing MAAs
located in the crystalline cones — truly
a unique and remarkable evolutionary
accomplishment and yet another
example of how mantis shrimp can
surprise!
What does the mantis shrimp do
with the outputs of the six UV retinula
cells? Do they form a single,
multidimensional UV colour space
within which relevant targets can be
placed for discrimination/recognition
purposes? Are sets of outputs used
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R755to form multiple colour spaces?
Perhaps the outputs are used for
detection of targets having a specific
spectral reflectance that can be
compared to a ‘search image’ leading
to a behavioural response as
suggested by Thoen et al. [12]. What is
needed are more data about the neural
‘analytical engine’ employed by the
shrimp to extract useful information
from the receptor outputs. Even
without this, behavioural experiments
can be designed to elucidate the
functional significance of specific UV
patterns within the 300 nm to 400 nm
range. One must not overlook the
possibility that the information from the
UV channels is somehow integrated
with that from the other spectral
channels or even the polarization
channels to release specific
behaviours. Even with all that is
known about these fascinating
animals, there is still a plethora of
information to be gleaned from mantis
shrimp that may lead to new ways of
analyzing the visual world and
identifying those targets within it of
adaptive significance.From the point of view of the
observer, it would also be useful to
obtain hyperspectral images of the
visual world of mantis shrimps with
the kind of spectral resolution and
bandwidth found in the shrimps. What
is there to ‘see’ in the UV between
300 nmand 400 nm that wouldmake six
separate spectral channels adaptive?
There may be secrets in the UV visual
‘world’ of themarine environment yet to
be discovered.
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SchizophreniaNew studies have substantially advanced our understanding of the genetic
architecture of schizophrenia, but we are far from identifying the underlying
mutations. We may require new approaches to understand the biological
implications of insights into the genetics of psychiatric disease.Jonathan Flint1,*
and Marcus R. Munafo`2
There is a view that genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) have not
been particularly helpful when applied
to psychiatric diseases. It’s true, the
score-card is remarkably patchy: for
the commonest condition, major
depression, which ranks among the top
three causes of morbidity world-wide
[1], there are no agreed loci that
contribute to disease risk, while for
schizophrenia there are now 108 [2], a
far higher score than for many other
diseases. Differences in genetic
architecture (that is, the number of loci
involved and their individual effect
sizes) explains the disparity in
success rates: it’s estimated thatfinding one locus contributing to major
depression will require a case-control
study with more than 50,000 cases [3],
whilst the first findings for
schizophrenia emerged when 9,000
cases were genotyped [4]. Why
genetic architecture differs so
much between diseases is not clear,
but the consequences are unarguable:
genetic dissection of inflammatory
bowel disease required only a few
thousand cases [5], whereas
genetic dissection of hypertension
required tens of thousands [6].
Three new studies [2,7,8] throw new
light on the genetic basis of
schizophrenia with implications for our
understanding of the genetic
architecture of psychiatric
disease (Figure 1).From Genetics to Biological Insight
The commonly held justification for
carrying out (expensive) GWAS of
disease is that the mapping studies
take the first steps towards the
identification of genes, from which will
proceed novel insights into disease
pathogenesis. Nowhere is this more
needed than for psychiatric diseases,
where the underlying biology remains
shrouded in mystery. One hope was
that sequencing genes near or at
GWAS loci would prove a gene’s
candidacy: finding individuals with
the disease who carried deleterious
mutations would unequivocally show
that the mutated gene was involved
in the disease (although this would
not identify the sequence variants
responsible for the GWAS signal).
This argument assumed that in some
people disease is due to large effect
mutations. Successful sequencing of
exomes at loci contributing to type 1
diabetes [9] and Crohn’s disease [10]
gave some credence to the view that
causal mutations could be found for
complex disease.
For schizophrenia, the advent of
population-scale sequencing opened
